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New rules: FDI and FII

GoI decided to screen FDI from China.

This will cover FII also.

If a Chinese company invests in an entity overseas that

has in turn invested in India, this will need to be

approved as per the government press note issued on

Saturday.

The measure is wide enough to apply to

additional investment in existing ventures or

wholly owned subsidiaries of multinationals.

It will cover cases in which the direct investor

may be from a country not covered but the

ultimate investor is from China.

Press Note 3 of 2021



The Indian entity receiving the investment will have to

report and seek approval for such investments

executed overseas or indirect investments where the

beneficial ownership is in the seven countries covered

under the notification – China, Nepal, Pakistan, Bhutan,

Bangladesh, Myanmar and Afghanistan.

The guideline will also be applicable to multi-layered

transactions where there is Chinese investment at any

level.

Private equity investors and venture capital funds.

Government has not prohibited such investments but

only seeks to regulate them, directly or indirectly.



Home Ministry

Commerce ministry announced its new FDI policy

for neighbouring countries.

Home Ministry: there will be "strict vetting" of

proposals from these countries, particularly from

China and Hong Kong.

In the past 5 years, MHA has given security

clearances to more than 6,000 investment

proposals, including FDI, most of which were from

China, Hong Kong, the United Kingdom and

Singapore.



In 2015 New Delhi had eased visa restrictions for

Chinese nationals and allowed an investor friendly

policy on FDI, under which FDI up to 100% was

permitted under the automatic route in most

sectors like telecom, construction development,

broadcasting, civil aviation, pharmaceuticals,

trading.

The current amendment in the FDI rule seeks to

curb opportunistic takeovers or acquisitions of

Indian companies due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

This may further lead to China and its nationals

being brought under the Prior Referral Category

category on par with countries like Pakistan, Iraq,

Sudan, North Korea and Iran among others



SEBI on FPI

SEBI has begun digging deeper into the

composition of FPI.

The capital market regulator told custodian banks

to scan a mountain of information on offshore

investors in various FPIs.

Sebi had sought details of FPIs having ‘beneficial

ownership’ (BO) from jurisdictions like Pakistan,

Taiwan, North Korea, Iran, Myanmar.



The ‘BO’ in an FPI can be determined in three
ways

1. Whether the investor has put in 25% or more of
the fund corpus.

2. Whether the investor ‘controls’ the board of
directors of the asset management company of
the fund.

3. Whether the investor has influence over the
senior management persons of the FPI.

An investor who stays below the radar by owning
less than 25% and having no representation on the
board, may still exercise control through senior
managers.



e-commerce cart

The April 15 order issued by the MHA had exempted

“ecommerce companies” and “vehicles used by

ecommerce operators”, leading to many online firms asking

their sellers to prepare for a resumption of full-fledged

operations.

MHA reversed its earlier order.

Non-essential goods on online marketplaces will not be

allowed

Major blow to the Indian ecommerce industry.

MHA: Allowing supply of non-essential items through

ecommerce would have defeated the purpose of lockdown



Farmers connected with Big Buyers

The lockdown is driving some long-awaited

positive changes in agriculture.

It is bringing farmers in direct contact with big

buyers in cities.

Middlemen often make maximum profit in the

entire chain.

The acute shortage of labour will severely restrict

the popular practice of paddy transplantation in

Punjab and Haryana which increases the yield but

is very water intensive and depletes groundwater

significantly.



Ensure labour hygiene

Private contractors who resume construction

work Monday onwards will be required to furnish

an undertaking to district authorities that they are

ensuring maintainance of hygiene among

labourers.

Implementation on ground, from social distancing

to behavioural changes in labourers, remain a

concern.

Construction activities including roads, irrigation

projects, buildings and all kinds of industrial

projects including MSMEs, are permitted in rural

areas.



Questions

Which bank is the implementing agency of the Rs 10,000 crore 

Fund-of-Funds for start-ups?

DPIIT works under the agies of which Ministry?
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Do you know? 
Nalanda = Na+alam+Daa, meaning “no stopping of the gift of knowledge”

So do gift share this lecture with your loved ones. Thanks 


